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Abstract: Mobile networks are driven by the need to provide more advanced services to mobile or nomadic
computing devices, such as security services requiring remote client authentication. In such services, the user’s
location might be used as authentication factor, in addition to the typical authentication factors, like passwords,
or one time tokens combined with the use of a physical device that a person owns, such as a card or a phone.
Since the location information itself is subject to forging attacks, additional mechanisms must be used to certify
its integrity. We propose LRAP, a novel protocol combining several authentication factors to securely
authenticate a mobile user. In LRAP, the user’s location can be determined and its correctness is certified by
a third trusted party, called Local Element. As use case, we considered the payment service at the self-service
gas stations, a widely available service vulnerable to several types of security attacks and we proposed an
LRAP-based service exploiting one time codes and certified position for secure payment operations.

Key words: As use case  We considered the payment service  Services  The user’s location might be
used as authentication  Widely available service vulnerable to several.

INTRODUCTION providers are connected via some potential insecure

Authentication is considered the most important and advance of location sensing and social networking
security service staying at the basis of many products technologies, newer authentication classes, such as
and application services nowadays. To perform where the user is and when or somebody you know, might
authentication, various meth- ods with a variable degree be used in combination with the classical authentication
of reliability are typically employed. These methods are factors. Determining and proving that a user is at a certain
classified into three main classes or factors: what the user location is itself a challenging task as no single location
is (e.g. a fingerprint, retinal, voice recognition pattern or sensing technology has emerged as a clear winner in all
other biometric data), what the user has (e.g. an ID card, kinds of environments [1]. The ground navigation system
security token, mobile device or cell phone) and what the LORAN (Long Range Aid to Navigation) for example is
user knows (e.g. a static passwords or a one-time code). used in several military and navigation systems, but it
No  single  authentication  method can fully protect cannot be used on wide range in any application scenario
against  all types   of   security   attacks.   For  example, [2]. The Global Positioning System (GPS) is the de facto
the challenge- response  one-time  codes or the location technology for wide outdoor area, but it does not
application-level PKI-based authentication render work in covered areas or indoors and it can be easily
phishing and malicious software attacks useless, but they spoofed (see Section II). We propose LRAP, a secure
do not protect against man-in-the-middle attacks, even location-based remote authentication protocol which can
though both methods could be extended to achieve this be used to authenticate the remote users in mobile
protection too. Thus, there is a need for stronger environments. LRAP is based on the use of “classical”
authentication methods, especially in ‘remote” usage authentication methods (like the static passwords and the
scenarios. The term “remote” is used here to refer to any one time passwords) combined with user location
infrastructure in which the clients and the service information at one time. To verify the integrity of the

network, like the mobile network. With the appearance
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location data, LRAP exploits a dedicated component, Authentication. These schemes vary significantly [16-20].
named Local Element (LE), which is part of the European In relation to today’s security challenges, which include
Galileo navigation satellite system. As a proof of concept, phishing, man-in-the-middle attacks and malicious
we designed and implemented an LRAP-based service software. Secure Remote Client authentication plays a key
involving payment with the mobile devices at the gas role
stations.

Literature Survey On August 8, 2001, the FFIEC agencies1 (agencies) issued
Verifier-based Home Network  Security  Mechanism: guidance entitled Authentication in an Electronic Banking
The home network is expected to experience significant Environment (2001 Guidance). The 2001 Guidance focused
growth over next few years, as wireless and ubiquitous on risk management controls necessary to authenticate
networking becomes more common and accessible. the identity of retail and commercial customers accessing
However, the broadcast nature of this technology creates Internet-based financial services. Since 2001, there have
new security issues. To ensure the effective deployment been significant legal and technological changes with
in home environments, network security  must  reach a respect to the protection of customer information;2
certain level which is reasonably acceptable to the increasing incidents of fraud, including identity theft; and
research community. The security mechanism for home the introduction of improved authentication technologies
networks must not require heavy computations, since [21]. This updated guidance replaces the 2001 Guidance
usually consist of low CPUs capable, limited memory and and specifically addresses why financial institutions
storage and mobility concerns. This paper presents a regulated by the agencies should conduct risk-based
secure authentication and session key establishment assessments, evaluate customer awareness programs and
mechanism suitable for home networks [2]. The proposed develop security measures to reliably authenticate
scheme is based on the Secure Remote Password (SRP) customers remotely accessing their Internet-based
protocol. The performance evaluation demonstrates that financial services [22]. 
our proposed mechanism is more secure than previous This guidance applies to both retail and commercial
ones while maintaining the similar level of security customers and does not endorse any particular
overhead including processing time. technology [23]. Financial institutions should use this

Two   Factor  Authentication  Using  Mobile  Phones: authentication systems and practices whether they are
This paper describes a method of implementing two factor provided internally or by a service provider [24].
authentication using mobile phones. The proposed Although this guidance is focused on the risks and risk
method guarantees that authenticating to services, such management techniques associated with the Internet
as online banking or ATM machines, is done in a very delivery channel, the principles are applicable to all forms
secure manner [3]. The proposed system involves using of electronic banking activities.
a mobile phone as a software token for One Time
Password generation[4]. The generated One Time Data Flow Diagram
Password is valid for only a short user defined period of
time and is generated by factors that are unique to both,
the user and the mobile  device  itself.  Additionally  [5],
an SMS-based mechanism is implemented as both a
backup mechanism for retrieving the password and as a
possible mean of synchronization. The proposed method Module Description
has been implemented and tested. Initial results show the Mobile Client: Client provides Login User Name and
success of the proposed method [6-15]. Password [25]. Then the card is swiped by the client. This

Secure Remote Client Authentication: This paper service provider, where the location of the user is
discusses an application of Secure Remote Client identified  using  Local  Element   [26].  This code
Authentication. It presents a Smart Cards and Digitally (encrypted key) is received by client mobile. The client
certification from third party vendors, Smart cards are enter  key  in  credit  institution  to perform transaction
based on algorithm to provide secure Remote client [27].

Authentication in an  Internet  Banking  Environment:

guidance when evaluating and implementing

starts one time encrypted code generation process in
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Point of Sale: The Place of purchasing a product and 4. Weigold, T., T. Kramp and M. Baentsch, 2008.
make payment through our system. It receives Decrypted Remote Client Authentication, IEEE Security and
key of client from Service provider [28]. Here the key is Privacy, 6(4): 36-43.
typed by client. By which further transaction is carried out 5. Hulsebosch,   R.J.,   M.S.   Bargh,   G.     Lenzini,
only when key is valid for secured transaction [29]. P.W.G Ebben and S.M. Iacob, 2007. Context Sensitive

Service Provider: Service Provider gets card number from 4793, pp: 93-109.
client, user terminal position and their information using 6. Brainard,   J.,  A.  Juels,  R.  Rivest,  M.  Szydlo  and
local element. Then generates one time encrypted code for M. Yung. 2006. Fourth Factor Authentication:
that information and send SMS this code to the client. In Somebody      You   Know,   Proc.   of  ACM  CCS,
the same way it sends decrypted key to Point of sale. pp: 168-178. [4] H. Zheng, J. [4].

Local Element: Local Element accesses to global Too Little, Too Late, Communications  of  ACM,
navigation satellite system data, by dedicated connection 48(4): 136.
to GPS Reference Stations and can exploit all the 8. Alexander, M., 2005. Keeping Online Banking Safe:
functions and data available in the mobile operator Why BanksvNeed Geolocation and Other New
Network from the network database. This information is Techniques Right Now. http://www. bankersonline.
given to Service provider, since key generation in service com/security/safebanking.html.
provider needs Transaction time, location information. 9. Federal Financial Institutions Examination Council,

Sending SMS: The client receives one time encrypted http://www.ffiec.gov/press/pr101205.htm.
code in his/her mobile from service provider. This key is 10. Toye, E., R. Sharp, A. Madhayapeddy and D. Scott.
entered in point of sale. Only when this key is Using  Smart Phones to Access Site-Specific
authenticated by Point of sale further transaction can be Services, IEEE Pervasive Computing, Springer-
done. Verlag, 4(2): 60-66.

CONCLUSION Continuous Location- Tracking Applications, IEEE

In our work, we proposed the LRAP protocol 12. Liu, D. and P. Ning, 2003. Location-based pairwise
exploiting both traditional and contextual (i.e. location) key establishments for static sensor networks, Proc.
authentication factors for client authentication in mobile of the 1st ACM workshop on Security of ad hoc and
environments. Furthermore, we designed and implemented sensor networks, Fairfax, Virginia, pp: 72-82.
a proof of concept for the LRAP protocol, in the form of 13. Denning,    D.E.  and  P.F.  MacDoran,  1996.
a real case scenario allowing user to perform  payments Location-based authentication: grounding
at the self service gas stations [30]. Future work is cyberspace for better security, Computer Fraud &
foreseen on other aspects of our scheme (e.g. privacy Security, 2: 12-16.
issues, tamper resistant security module, sufficient key 14. Ferreres, A.I. Gonz´alez-Tablas, B. Ramos Alvarez
space or computation and energy costs) and A.R. Garnacho, 2008. Guaranteeing the
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